WORD OF THE WEEK
How many times
can you fit
‘disparity’ into your
work this week?

Other forms of
the word:
Disparities
(plural)

Definition:

A big difference;
inequality

Disparity (noun)
Example
sentence:
There was great
disparity
between the
two pieces of
work.

When could you use
this word?
This word would be
useful in most
subjects, including
Math's, science, RE
and also History and
Geography

Complete each sentence using either
yesterday or tomorrow:
1. I went to the cinema ____________________.
2. I’m playing golf ____________________.
3. We had an early lunch ____________________.
4. Her sister is going into hospital ____________________.
5. What time are you getting up ____________________?
6. I’m taking the car to the garage first thing ____________________.
7. My brother moved house ____________________.
8. Did you see that new music shop in town ____________________?
9. I met Lisa and Isabella for a coffee ____________________.
10. He’s visiting his friend ____________________ afternoon.
11. There was a lot of noise outside ____________________.
12. We’re going swimming ____________________ morning.
13. Are you coming round ____________________ evening?
14. He wasn’t at work ____________________ afternoon because he went to hospital for an appointment.
15. John was in Birmingham all day ____________________ for a meeting.
B. Underline the main verb/s in each sentence.

Answers: The word highlighted are the verbs
1. I went to the cinema ____________________.
2. I’m playing golf ____________________.
3. We had an early lunch ____________________.
4. Her sister is going into hospital ____________________.
5. What time are you getting up ____________________?
6. I’m taking the car to the garage first thing ____________________.
7. My brother moved house ____________________.
8. Did you see that new music shop in town ____________________?
9. I met Lisa and Isabella for a coffee ____________________.
10. He’s visiting his friend ____________________ afternoon.
11. There was a lot of noise outside ____________________.
12. We’re going swimming ____________________ morning.
13. Are you coming round ____________________ evening?
14. He wasn’t at work ____________________ afternoon because he went to hospital for an
appointment.
15. John was in Birmingham all day ____________________ for a meeting.

